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still leave time for Szogyeny to put it all into cipher by
9:15 P.M.
It would seem, therefore, that there are good grounds for
thinking that the Szogyeny telegram referred to the Confer-
ence proposal, which was openly and frankly rejected, and
not to the later mediation proposal forwarded by Bethmann
toward midnight.
One may conclude that Bethmann was sincere, on the
evening of July 27, in assuming the role of mediator to the
extent of calling upon Berchtold to consider the proposals
of Sir Edward Grey and of Sazonov for finding a settlement,
in which Austria should accept the Serbian reply as a suffi-
ciently satisfactory basis for further discussions. No doubt
Bethmann was largely influenced by his desire not to an-
tagonize England. But if this had been his only motive in
forwarding the British proposal, as one school of inter-
preters of the Szogyeny telegram believe, there was no need
for him to have included Sazonov's "direct conversations"
among the proposals which Berchtold was asked to consider.
No doubt also Bethmann ought to have given stronger ad-
vice, if he wanted to make certain of restraining Austria,
but he did not wish to offend her or raise doubts as to
Germany's loyalty as an ally,41 But even had he spoken in
stronger terms, it would not have prevented the Austrian
declaration of war on Serbia, because Berchtold had already
decided on this step in order "to cut the ground from any
attempt at intervention." When Tschirschky presented
Bethmann's communication he was told that, since Austria
and Serbia were already at war, "England's move was made
too late."
4i It is significant that in forwarding Lichnowsky's telegram to Vienna
he omitted the last sentence which might seem to imply that Austria was
under Germany's thumb: "The key to the situation is to be found in
Berlin, and, if peace is seriously desired there, Austria can be restrained
from prosecuting, as Sir E. Grey expresses it, a foolhardy policy" (KJX
258, 277).

